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“Do Good Plus Do No Harm” 
Futuristguy’s Field Guides Training Series in a Nutshell 

 

 

 

"Pathways of Peace" Quilt by Sonja Naylor Andrews 

We typically start our new organizations and social change actions with the best of intentions. But things don’t always 
turn out as hoped. Harmful happenings and toxic consequences can leave us with questions like these: 

 How do we figure out if people in our organization are hijacking its mission and hurting others in the process?  

 If it's already happened, what can we do to repair the situation, help those who were harmed to recover, and 
prevent abuse from happening again? 

 If we're just starting up, how can we construct our strategies and structures to prevent malignant people and 
toxic systems from ever taking hold? 

The four-volume Futuristguy's Field Guides training series to "Do Good Plus Do No Harm" advances your team's 
discernment and skill levels to: 

1. Identify malignant people and toxic systems. 

2. Deal with multiple sources and consequences of systemic abuse and historic societal oppression. 

3. Advocate for survivors, support them, and work to change symptoms and systems that brought trauma. 

4. Start up your enterprise, or transform your existing organization, to become more safe, suitable, and 
sustainable for both stakeholders and shareholders. 

The Field Guides take a systems approach. They also provide a common vocabulary and practical suggestions for a 
range of interested parties to talk through and work toward resolving crucial issues that result in organizational health 
or toxicity. Audiences include: abuse survivors, their family and friends, victim advocates and personal-care 
professionals, social change activists, students of culture and strategic foresight/futures, congregational and 
organizational developers (businesses, non-profits, for-benefit entities and hybrids). 

Designed for different ways people learn best, the training series presents a sequence of 72 FAQs that integrates 50 
essential concept frameworks, 500+ art images, summary charts, practical case studies from history and media, 
reflection/discussion questions, workbook and teamwork exercises, and a companion research/resource website. Game-
based training exercises and simulations are in development, for release after Field Guides are published. 
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Courses and Field Guides,  
Outcomes, Section Overviews,  
and Essentials for the Entire  

“Do Good Plus Do No Harm” 
Training Series 

 

 

What follows are visual overviews of the two Courses. These are designed especially for those who 
learn best by orienting to the big picture first, before attempting to tackle details. For those who 
appreciate learning the opposite way—by working from details up to the big picture—you’ll find 
Section and Chapter summaries later in this reference material. Field Guide #3 covers aspects of 
learning styles that will explore the reasoning behind these approaches of big-picture (global cognitive 
orientation) and details (analytic cognitive orientation). 
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Course #1: Deconstruction of Toxic Systems 
Field Guides #1 Classification and #2 Detoxification 

 

 

    
#1 Classification                           #2 Detoxification 

 

KEY ISSUES 

 Systems and Systemic Abuse.  

 Survivor Recovery, Victim Advocacy, and Social Activism.  

 Individual Rehabilitation and Institutional Remediation 

 

OUTCOMES #1–#10 
1. Create a must-have/can’t-have grid of character and behavior issues for potential participants, and applying it 
to a range of leadership types. 

2. Identify four key leadership characteristics (conscience, compassion, coherence, and congruence) and how 
people dealing with narcissism and sociopathology do not have these, but often want to be in roles of ruling over 
others anyway. 
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3. Categorize distinct roles played by people in a “Pyramid of Abuse” versus a “Pyramid of Advocacy,” and the 
typical kinds of tear-down or build-up tactics used in each. 

4. Understand and practice the dynamics of group discernment and decision making. 

5. Explore some of the most subtle and brutal forms of positive and negative conditioning (such as perks, 
prestige, love-bombing, gaslighting, minimizing, deflecting) and how to counteract/heal from them. 

6. Function in different kinds of high-demand cultures/organizations and their underlying systems of social 
control. 

7. Cope with post-traumatic stress disorder, in part through the ABCs of recovery: Arts, Beauty, and 
Creativity. 

8. Resist authoritarian regimes. 

9. Pursue societal reconciliation in the aftermath of deeply-rooted abuse of power. 

10. Find people and principles that create a trustworthy working environment for social transformation. 
 

SECTIONS #01–#10 

 

Back Matter—“Do Good Plus Do No Harm” Course #1 ~ Deconstruction ~ Section Topics 
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Field Guide #1: Classification 
Identifying Systemic Abuse 

and Analyzing Systems that Harm 

 
SECTIONS 

Classification covers what systems are made of, what systemic abuse is, how to identify malignant leaders and 
sick systems, and issues of responsibility and accountability. 

Section #1—Orienteering to the Opal Design Systems 

Section #2—Basics of Organic and Organizational Systems 

Section #3—Basics of Systemic Abuse 

Section #4—Key Identifiers for Malignant Leaders and Their Toxic Systems 

Section #5—Analyzing Abusive Systems; Assessing and Addressing Responsibility / Accountability 

 

ESSENTIALS 

Core Concept Frameworks 

01. Three Core Freedoms 

02. Restrictions of Freedoms 

03. Toxic Tactics 

04. Individual Conditioning 

05. Institutional Control  

06. Ideological Conformity 

07. Totalist Psychology 

08. Four Ways Totalism/High-Demand Systems 
Present Themselves 

09. Six “S” Elements for Success 

10. Evaluating Our Public Representatives: 
Qualified, UNqualified, or DISqualified 

11. Four “C” Character Qualifications for Our 
Public Representatives: Conscience, 

Compassion, Coherence, Congruence 

12. Four Realms of Non-Negotiable 
Organizational of Responsibility: Character, 
Civil/Legal, Regulatory, Professional 

Key Charts 

Toxic Tactics Worksheet: Thinking Through 
Tactic Features 

Pyramid of Abuse: Layers of Roles and Levels 
of Accountability 

Hopes vs. Realities in Societal/Historical 
Oppression: Möbius Strip Cycles of Movement 
to Nowhere  

Proof of Concept Case Studies 

#01 The Hunger Games Series by Suzanne 
Collins 

#02 Assassin’s Creed 

#03 Dune by Frank Herbert 
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Field Guide #2: Detoxification 
Surviving Abuse, Providing Advocacy, 

Planting Activism, Remediating Damage 

 
SECTIONS 

Detoxification covers tactics and traumas of abuse and  how survivors recover from them, forms of advocacy to 
support survivors and activism to challenge abusive systems, rehabilitation for abusive individuals who choose to 
change, and remediation (repair work) for organizations where abusive practices have become institutionalized. 

Section #6—Authoritarians Who Steal Our Stories 

Section #7—Destructive Impacts of Trauma and Terror 

Section #8—Abuse Survivors Find Resilience and Recovery 

Section #9—Advocates and Activists Resist Evil, Amplify Redemptive Movement 

Section #10—Remediation for Sick Organizations 

 

ESSENTIALS 

Core Concept Frameworks 

13. Post-Traumatic Stress and Post-Traumatic 
Growth 

14. Three Features of People of Peace: 
Dignity/Respect, Impartiality/Justice, 
Hospitality/Welcome 

15. Recovery and Resistance 

16. Support/Advocacy 

17. Social Activism 

18. Group Discernment and Decision-Making 

19. Sociopathology and Systems Toxicity 
Triage: Injuries or Illnesses 

20. Abusive Leaders: Personal Issues and 
Spectrum of Recovery 

21. Abusive Leaders: Interpersonal Issues and 
Spectrum of Peace-Making 

22. Affected Groups: Dealing with Spectrum of 

Toxic Leaders 

23. Affected Groups: Dealing with Spectrum of 
Sick Systems 

24. Organizational Deflection Tactics 

Key Charts 

Pyramid of Advocacy for Survivors 

Systems of Resistance Against Evil/Abuse 

Navigating Resolution Options: Mediation, 
Arbitration, Conciliation, Investigation 

Four Realms of Taking Responsibility to Repair 
Damage, and Scaling of Responses  

Proof of Concept Case Studies 

#04 The Holocaust and Resistance During 
World War II 

#05 The Selection Series by Kiera Cass 

#06 Apartheid in South Africa 
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Course #2: (Re)Construction of Healthy Systems 
Field Guides #3 Transformation and #4 Engagement 

 

 

    

#3 Transformation                         #4 Engagement 

 

KEY ISSUES 

 Paradigm Systems, Strategic Foresight (Futures), and Paradigm Shifts.  

 Learning Styles and Cultural Styles.  

 Developing Colleagues, Teams, Projects, and Organizations. 

 

OUTCOMES #11–#20 
11. Analyze paradigms and how the “DNA” of the deepest, least visible layers directly affect a person’s or 
group’s most visible actions and attitudes. 

12. Become familiar with different ways people process information, and understand how to be inclusive of 
these differences. 
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13. Become familiar with how key cultural dynamics can be complementary instead of causing conflict. 

14. Composite strength-based teams and how merely putting people together in a group is not the same as 
compositing a team where people’s strengths and differences are complementary. 

15. Discern pathways to good or evil, identify where turning points or tipping points occur, and project out 
trajectories of transformation. 

16. Explore the basics of strategic foresight, and how to move from possible futures to pursuing the most 
preferable future for the organization. 

17. Forge interdisciplinary teams for solving problems and intercultural teams for social transformation. 

18. Commit to respectful cross-cultural communications to resolve conflict, even in high-stress situations. 

19. Consider different sectors and domains to address in a quadruple bottom line approach of community, 
ecology, economy, and spirituality. 

20. Apply systems thinking and sustainability indicators to project or event planning-implementation-
evaluation-revision. 
 

SECTIONS #11–#20 

 

Back Matter—“Do Good Plus Do No Harm” Course #2 ~ (Re)construction ~ Section Topics 
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Field Guide #3: Transformation 
Using Paradigm Systems and Strategic Foresight 

to Choose and Move Toward a Preferable Future  
 

SECTIONS 

Transformation covers issues of paradigms, learning styles, and cultural perspectives that can either cause 
conflict or lead to greater creativity, what paradigms shifts are about and why they are necessary, and what 
practical tools for transformation we get from strategic foresight/futures studies. 

Section #11—Paradigm Systems—The “V” for Identifying Toxic versus Trustworthy Enterprises 

Section #12—System Problems—Toxicity, Health, and Plotting a Transformational Course Forward 

Section #13—Perceptions and Perspectives—Learning Styles and Cultural Correlates 

Section #14—Preferable Pathways—Future, Story Arcs, and Trajectories of Transformation 

Section #15—“The Zone”—Creating Common Ground and Overcoming Cultural Conflict 

 

ESSENTIALS 

Core Concept Frameworks 

25. Paradigm V System, Overlap Zones, and the 
“VW Bug Syndrome” 

26. Five Culture Frames: Monoculture, Multiple 
Cultures, Multicultural, Intercultural, 
Transcultural 

27. Forms of “Compositing” Teams 

28. Two Cultural Communication Frames: 
High/Low Context; Guilt, Shame, Fear 

29. How to Construct a “Dictionary” and 
“Grammar” for Systemic Abuse 

30. Information Processing Modes 

31. Persuasion and Motivation Modes 

32. Futures: Possible, Plausible, Preferable 

33. Communal Trajectories, Stress Tolerances, 
Ongoing Conflict Sources, Mettle Fatigue 

34. Reversing a Paradigm V System to Shift It 

35. Four Levels of Dismantling Toxicity: 
Personal Pyramid of Abuse, Organizational 
Circle of Commenders, Societal Möbius of 
Domains, Total Cogs of Captivity 

36. Mediation, Conciliation, Arbitration, 
Reconciliation; Potential Pitfalls for Survivors 

Key Charts 

Paradigm “V” System 

Sideways Paradigm “V” Funnel  

Perceptions, Cultures, and Conflicts  

Proof of Concept Case Studies 

#07 American Racism and the Civil Rights 
Movement 

#08 The Underland Chronicles Series by 
Suzanne Collins  

#09 Dinotopia Series by James Gurney and 
Others Writers
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Field Guide #4: Engagement 
Compositing Transformational Ventures 

and Measuring Their Social Impact 

 

SECTIONS 
Engagement covers practical working principles for organizational spaces that empower participants—
shareholders and stakeholders—instead of harm them, plus indicators for “measuring what matters” in quality of 
impact from our personal and social transformation endeavors. 

Section #16—Colleagues—Identifying Complementary Strengths Among Peers 

Section #17—Teams—Compositing Transcultural Teams for Catalyzing Social Action 

Section #18—Associations—Engaging in Supportive Project Partnerships and Collaborations 

Section #19—Holistic Projects—Designing and Developing Robust Social Enterprise Projects 

Section #20—Follow-Through—Measuring Quadruple Bottom Line Impact 

 

ESSENTIALS 

Core Concept Frameworks 

37. Interdisciplinary and Intercultural Teams 

38. Three Compatible Roles: Informational, 
Relational, Organizational 

39. Quadruple Bottom Line 

40. Applied Systems Thinking for Project 
Sustainability 

41. Connections/Disconnections: Isolation, 
Colonization, Collaboration 

42. Enterprise Scale: Colleagues, Team, Project, 
Organization, Partnership, Association 

43. Diving into Six “S”: Safe Meeting Ground  

44. Diving into Six “S”: Suitable Mission 

45. Diving into Six “S”: Scale Match  

46. Diving into Six “S”: Sensitive Messages  

47. Diving into Six “S”: Survivable Methods 

48. Diving into Six “S”: Sustainable Momentum 

Key Charts 

Planning for Quadruple Bottom Line Impact and 
Six “S” Success Factors 

Roles (Informational, Relational, 
Organizational) and Realms (Past, Present, 
Future) 

Measuring What Matters: Indicators List 

Proof of Concept Case Studies 

#10 Marvel’s Black Panther and Wakanda  

#11 Captain Planet and the Planeteers 

#12 Band Aid and Live Aid  

#13 Matryoshka Haus, The Transformational 
Index, and Change Makers Toolkit  
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Training Series Learning Arc: 
All 72 Chapter FAQ Questions 
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Training Series Learning Arc 
All 72 Chapter FAQ Questions 

 

 

 

COURSE 1: DECONSTRUCTION OF TOXIC SYSTEMS 
 

FIELD GUIDE #1—CLASSIFICATION ~ 

FIGURING OUT TOXIC SYSTEMS 

 

Section #1 – Orienteering to the Opal Design Systems 

1. What is “Do Good Plus Do No Harm” All About? 

Section #2 – Basics of Organic and Organizational Systems 

2. What are Systems and Systemic Abuse? 

3. How Do Systems Get Energized and De-Energized? 

4. What Goes Wrong When All the System Parts are Present, But Disconnected? 

Section #3 – Basics of Systemic Abuse 

5. Why Don’t All Abusive Systems Look the Same? 

6. How Do Abusive Systems Get Going and Maintain Momentum? 

7. Why Could We Consider Systemic Abuse as Being “Parasitic”? 

8. Who Plays What Roles in a Fully Developed System That Benefits the Few and Takes Advantage of 
the Many? 

Section #4 – Key Identifiers for Malignant Leaders and Their Toxic Systems 

9. What Historical Research Defines and Describes Such Systems? 

10. What are Essential Indicators for Discerning Whether People in the Public Eye are Qualified, 
Unqualified, or Disqualified? 

11. What are Essential Indicators for Discerning Whether Organizational Systems are Trustworthy/Robust 
or Toxic/Sick? 
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12. What Elements Form an “Industrial Complex,” and How Do They Fit Together for Ever-Increasing 
Systems of Social Control? 

Section #5 – Analyzing Abusive Systems; Assessing and Addressing Responsibility / Accountability 

13. What Kinds of Evidence are There, and How Do They Relate with Identifying Evasion of 
Accountability? 

14. Why is Discernment Key to Counteracting Evil, and How Do We Do “Discernment in Stereo”? 

15. How Do Responsibility and Accountability Fit Together in One Framework? 

16. What Does it Take to Make Things Right, at Both the Individual and Institutional Levels? 

 

FIELD GUIDE #2—DETOXIFICATION ~ 

DEALING WITH A SICK PAST AND PRESENT 

 

Section #6 – Authoritarians Who Steal Our Stories 

17. How Do People Develop into Malignant Leaders, and Then is it Even Possible for Them To Change? 

18. How Do Utopian “Social Experiments” Turn into Dystopias with Psychological Terrorism? 

19. What are Personal, Social, and Organizational Consequences When Someone “Steals Our Story” with 
Their Destructive Symbiosis? 

20. What are Typical Tactics That Overpowering People Use to Draw People In and Keep Them There? 

Section #7 – Destructive Impacts of Trauma and Terror 

21. What are Some of the Deepest, Darkest Personal Impacts of Trauma and Terror? 

22. What are the Essential Personal, Social, and Cultural Freedoms that Get Repressed When There is 
Abuse of Power? 

23. What Does It Look Like When the Three Core Freedoms are Repressed – and When People Resist the 
Repression? 

Section #8 – Abuse Survivors Find Resilience and Recovery 

24. How Do Victims of Abuse Reverse Course and Redeem the Evil They have Experienced? 

25. How Do Survivors Endure the Dark and Keep Reaching Toward the Dawn? 

26. How Do Survivors Develop Resilience and Engage in Resistance? 
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Section #9 – Advocates and Activists Resist Evil, Amplify Redemptive Movement 

27. How Do We Create a Personal Advocacy Network to Come Alongside Survivors, and What Roles 
Can They Play? 

28. What Can We Do to Counteract Systemic Abuse Through Social Activism? 

29. What Can We Do to Crack Through the Industrial Complex that Keeps Systemic Abuse Going? 

Section #10 – Remediation for Sick Organizations 

30. When it Comes to Remediation, Who Needs to “Make Things Right”? 

31. How Do We Deal with the People Issues When an Abusive System is Exposed? 

32. How Do We Deal with the Structural/Organizational Issues When an Abusive System is Exposed? 

 

 

COURSE 2: (RE)CONSTRUCTION OF ROBUST SYSTEMS 

Chapter titles still tentative for Field Guides #3 and #4. 

 

FIELD GUIDE #3—TRANSFORMATION ~ 

MAPPING OUT PARADIGMS, PROBLEMS, AND POSSIBILITIES 

 

Section #11 – Paradigm Systems – The “V” for Identifying Toxic versus Trustworthy Enterprises 

33. So, what’s a paradigm and why does it matter? 

34. What’s a paradigm system made of? 

35. How do language and rhetoric fit in with paradigms? 

36. So, what differences can knowing about paradigms make? 

Section #12 – System Problems – Toxicity, Health, and Plotting a Transformational Course Forward 

37. What makes people, organizations, and projects more healthy and hospitable overall? 

38. What about personal recovery from abuse and organizational rebounding from toxicity? 

39. What attitudes and actions create a base for earning people’s entrustment? 

40. What strategies and structures build enterprises with constructive impacts? 
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Section #13 – Perceptions and Perspectives – Learning Styles and Cultural Correlates 

41. From a paradigm perspective, what are key sources of conflict between individuals and groups? 

42. What are some key approaches to productive collaboration? 

43. How can our individual differences bring a creative dynamic to teamwork? 

44. How can we “think in four dimensions” to be more comprehensive in our planning? 

Section #14 – Preferable Pathways – Future, Story Arcs, and Trajectories of Transformation 

45. So, what’s our story and why does it matter? 

46. When we’re faced with choices, how do we best discern and decide our direction? 

47. What are some core approaches for thinking through transformation? 

48. What are some keys to building a positive pathway ahead? 

Section #15 – “The Zone” – Creating Common Ground and Overcoming Cultural Conflict 

49. What are the contours of “collegiality” and “unity” within collaborations, and what are the borderlines 
where striving for unity can end up in harmful uniformity? 

50. When it comes to internal or external conflicts due to “paradigm clash,” what insights for resolution 
can we glean from different levels of the paradigm “V” – information processing, organizational 
operating, cultural collaborating? 

51. What are issues for discernment when a potential outside collaboration conflicts with the purpose, 
vision, mission, and/or values inside our own organization? 

52. How do we balance resolving conflicts in a collaboration while continuing to work on the project – or 
do we stop work until the issues are resolved? 

 

FIELD GUIDE #4—ENGAGEMENT ~ 

SETTING UP SPACES THAT EQUIP AND EMPOWER 

  

Section #16 – Colleagues – Identifying Complementary Strengths Among Peers 

53. What are some key elements involved in personal transformation, and how do they relate to 
organizational change and/or social transformation? 

54. What kinds of innate strengths [i.e., learning styles, temperaments, giftings] and/or developed skills 
are important to forging a team that works together well? 
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55. How do “strength-based” approaches to team building resonate with or differ from your experiences 
of attempting to work together for social transformation? 

56. What could look like to composite a team by using the six “I” roles – Innovators, Improvers, 
Integrators, Implementers, In-betweeners, and Interpolators? 

Section #17 – Teams – Compositing Transcultural Teams for Catalyzing Social Action 

57. What makes intercultural or transcultural teams different from interdisciplinary teams, and in what 
kinds of situations might a collaboration across cultures be more effective than just compositing people 
within one culture who hold different disciplines and skills? 

58. What indicators should we look for in identifying people who seem to serve as the “social glue” that 
helps intercultural teams work together well, and where do their abilities come from? 

59. How do educating peers, mentoring next generations of participants, and resolving cross-cultural 
conflict play into the picture of effective transcultural teamwork? 

60. What could a transcultural team look like – what distinctive things should team members do and what 
should they avoid? 

Section #18 – Associations – Engaging in Supportive Project Partnerships and Collaborations 

61. What are different formats and scales for partnering, and how would our participation likely differ in 
each type? 

62. How do successful (and unsuccessful) teamwork experiences inside our own organization serve as 
barometers to predict possibilities and problems with any outside partnerships? 

63. What unique opportunities and problems are likely when engaging in larger collaborative projects? 

64. What are differences between running a “social experiment” on a group of people versus facilitating 
social transformation projects with a group, and what makes “cultural authoritarians” versus “cultural 
libertarians” distinct in how they run projects? 

Section #19 – Holistic Projects – Designing and Developing Robust Social Enterprise Projects 

65. What are key contours of developing plans for projects with the robust positive impact we hope for? 

66. What would transformation look like in this particular project – and what would it mean to “measure 
what matters” for its specific goals? 

67. How do we handle critiques, conflicts, setbacks, and roadblocks? 

68. What are common moral, legal, and ethical problems that arise in teams, projects, and partnerships, 
that we must be aware of and avoid falling into? 

Section #20 – Follow-Through – Measuring Quadruple Bottom Line Impact 

69. How does our endeavor specifically relate to the quadruple bottom line assumptions, goals, and 
parameters for benefiting community, ecology, economy, and spirituality? 
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70. If quantitative measurements (for instance, funds spent, number of people served) indicate investment 
of resources for the opportunity to catalyze social transformation, what are the best quantitative indicators 
for our project, and how well are we stewarding our investment? 

71. If qualitative measurements (for instance, change in attitude on sustainability) indicate impact from 
those opportunities, what are the best qualitative indicators for our project, and how well are we doing in 
facilitating constructive impact? 

72. What are our plans for project design, implementation, ongoing evaluation, and periodic revision? 
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Section and Chapter  
Summaries, Course 1  

(Field Guides #1 and #2) 
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Section and Chapter Summaries 
Course 1, Deconstruction of Sick Systems, Field Guide #1: 

Classification: Figuring Out Toxic Systems 
 

 

 

 
 

 

SECTION #1—ORIENTEERING TO THE OPAL DESIGN SYSTEMS 

 

SUMMARY: Section #1/Chapter #1. What is “Do Good Plus Do No Harm” All About? This section consists 
of one chapter that orients learners to the Futuristguy’s Field Guides training series on Do Good Plus Do No 
Harm. It includes overviews of the two Courses in the training series, and the two Field Guides in each Course.  

 Course #1: Deconstruction of Sick Systems focuses on how to identify individuals and institutions that are 
harmful instead of helpful, and what to do about them.  

 Course #2: (Re)Construction of Healthy Systems focuses on how to start up or transition to an organization 
that intentionally works for positive social transformation that prevents damage to people.  

Social entrepreneurs tend not to know how their teams and organizations can go off track. They need to 
understand this before attempting to start up or transition on organization, so it is safe and sustainable. The 
chapter also includes introductions to the use of case studies as a complementary way to learn the content 
framework and practical skills, and to the workbook sections to apply it.  
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SECTION #2—BASICS OF ORGANIC AND ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS 

 

SUMMARY, SECTION #2. Systems are about how the parts in a set interconnect and make the whole more 
than the sum of those parts. Elements in a system include: people (whether actively or passively involved), 
principles (beliefs), practices (values and actions), processes (intentional ongoing activities), products (tangible 
items or intangible goals), partnerships (various kinds and scales of collaboration), and impacts (personal, social, 
organizational). 

 

CHAPTER #2. What are Systems and Systemic Abuse? Systems are a set with seven interrelated elements: 
people and pieces (resources), principles (beliefs), practices (values and actions), partnerships, processes, products 
(tangible items or intangible goals), and impacts (personal, social, organizational). These parts all interconnect, 
and function as a unit within some kind of boundary that holds them together. This interdependence of elements 
makes the whole more than just the sum of those parts. Systemic abuse happens when people with self-serving 
motives or otherwise malignant intentions (1) use their power, prestige, relationships, and/or money to manipulate 
parts to take over the whole and (2) manipulate connections among parts to keep the whole under control. 

CHAPTER #3. How Do Systems Get Energized and De-Energized? Different kinds of systems—mechanical, 
organic, ecological, inorganic, human—all need energy input to remain sustainable. In the natural course of 
things, entropy takes over and the system goes into disrepair and eventually dies unless friction can be lessened, 
broken or missing parts replaced, and unnecessary extras removed. 

CHAPTER #4. What Goes Wrong When All the Parts are Present, But They’ve Been Disconnected? 
Systems analysis breaks the whole down into its parts, and separates the big picture into its layers and pieces. We 
can do this either by keeping the parts intact and the whole “alive” (like doing an MRI or CAT Scan), or by 
disconnecting the parts or dissecting them (as in an autopsy). Analysis is crucial to seeing patterns, and discerning 
patterns is crucial to developing robust systems. But analysis can become its own problem when our default 
process is to focus only on static parts, because we lose the life found only in the whole or the big picture. So, we 
need systems thinking that toggles between analysis/details and synthesis/big picture. 

 

SECTION #3—BASICS OF SYSTEMIC ABUSE 

 

SUMMARY, SECTION #3. Systemic abuse is about how people (1) manipulate the system parts in order to take 
over the whole and then (2) manipulate the connections to keep the whole under control. Carrying out systemic 
abuse requires intentionality—whether this authoritarian control is perceived as malignant or not—and 
implementing specific kinds of strategies, structures, and tactics designed to draw people into the system and keep 
them there. 

 

CHAPTER #5. Why Don’t All Abusive Systems Look the Same? Ironically, not all “conformity” ends up 
looking the same. There are at least four distinct patterns at work in systems of social control, each with particular 
integration point that the rest of the system revolves around: compliance, with overt rules and regulations; chaos, 
with unpredictable changes and insecurity; charisma, where consuming celebrity style becomes the substance of 
identity; and competition, where setting up adversaries creates antagonisms and distractions. Any of the four 
seems to be able to pop up in any given culture, if circumstances are right. But all of them repress or remove 
people’s freedoms.  
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CHAPTER #6. How Do Abusive Systems Get Going and Maintain Momentum? An individual simply can’t 
establish a system of social control alone—regardless of whether such a Pyramid of Abuse is integrated around 
compliance, chaos, charisma, or competition. In perpetrating and perpetuating harmful systems, there are three 
common top-level roles people play: (1) giving a falsified presentation of the system, (2) providing undeserved 
protection for it (mostly by insiders), and (3) distributing hyped-up promotion about it (mostly by outsiders). But 
the thing is, systems based on falsehoods eventually get found out. And then, those who’ve been duped have to 
decide what to do. Will they choose to do what’s right, and how can we help them in that redemptive process?  

CHAPTER #7. Why Could We Consider Systemic Abuse as Being “Parasitic”? The top half of the Pyramid 
of Abuse consists of two layers: Perpetrators and Perpetuators. There are two layers in the bottom half also. 
Procurators constitute the next layer down among the power-players. They fall into two categories—
Extinguishers who use negative conditioning, and Reinforcers who use positive conditioning—to monitor what 
people in the system can say, do, and be. The bottom layer consists of various kinds of Pawns. Instead of being 
players, they are the ones who mostly get played. The roles fulfilled by participation of these two layers are 
central to maintain a system of social control. But, keeping people in check always comes at great cost, both 
personally and socially. Instead of the system being for the mutual good of all, it is for the primary benefit of 
those in the top layers, while everyone else pays the price. That dynamic makes systemic abuse parasitic—
sucking the life out of those who’ve been lulled into staying, or made fearful of leaving. 

 

 

CHAPTER #8. Who Plays What Roles in a Fully Developed System That Benefits the Few and Takes 
Advantage of the Many? The very top of the hierarchical “Pyramid of Abuse” consists of an autocrat (dictator), 
oligarchy (group of elites) or plutarchy (group of rich people). These Perpetrators run the system, openly and/or 
secretly.  
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The next layer down involves people who enforce the will of the one(s) at the top. These Perpetuators also 
typically benefit directly from the system by reaping power, prestige, and prosperity.  

The next layer down involves functionaries who keep things running, pressure others into conformity, and “just 
follow orders.” These Procurators are often trying to work their way up in the Pyramid.  

Those at the bottom are the masses who are milked as the sources of numbers, funds, and applause to keep the 
organization going. These Pawns stay in the system for different reasons: They may know but ignore signs of 
toxicity, adore the leaders and what they say they stand for, or may be ignorant of warning signs.  

Loyal Opposition seek to change the system from the inside; they can be in any layer of the Pyramid, but tend to 
be in the lower levels. 

As a system, the Pyramid of Abuse also includes outsiders who perform parallel functions. Commenders are 
supporters who lend their personal reputation and organization’s resources to prop up someone else’s system. In 
return, they become part of an interlocking directory that keeps multiple such Pyramids afloat in an ocean of 
victims. Resisters against a Pyramid often are survivors of victimization in it or by it. Or, they may just otherwise 
grasp the devastating human impact of an inhumane system and be committed to bringing justice to the situation. 
They become relational advocates to support other survivors and/or social activists to hold the insiders 
accountable for the damage they do. 

 

SECTION #4—KEY IDENTIFIERS FOR 

MALIGNANT LEADERS AND THEIR TOXIC SYSTEMS 

 

SUMMARY, SECTION #4. Research on specific mechanisms of social control has been available for over 50 
years. Some of these evidences of authoritarianism are such crucial indicators of malignant leadership and toxic 
organizations that, if they are present, it’s very unlikely that much good will come from those individuals or 
systems. (And if something apparently good happens, that does not make up for or excuse any abuse.) For leaders, 
these indicators are about disqualifications due to destructive character and behaviors, which go far beyond being 
not-yet-qualified due to lack of skills or maturity. For organizations, it’s about gaps that significantly diminish 
service to the many and excesses that protect personal privilege for the few. We put ourselves and others at high 
risk of abuse if we avoid these evidences of brokenness, or attempt to explain them away—both of which lead to 
our complicity in keeping harm going, even if we started out wanting to do good. 

 

CHAPTER #9. What Historical Research Defines and Describes Such Systems? Robert Jay Lifton, known 
as the “Father of Trauma Psychology,” did groundbreaking research on social control in the late 1950s. He 
drew upon extensive interviews with men and women who formerly were political prisoners during China’s 
Cultural Revolution. His observations and conclusions were first published in 1961 in Thought Reform and the 
Psychology of Totalism: A Study of “Brainwashing” in China. The eight criteria of thought control have 
served as the base for numerous other works on the use of psychological, social, political, religious, and cultural 
tactics to implement total control over people. Two scenes from the movie, The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 
1, show how elements drawing on various of the eight criteria can be interwoven. 

CHAPTER #10. What are Essential Indicators for Discerning Whether People in the Public Eye are 
Qualified, Unqualified, or Disqualified? Are people who aspire to positions in the public eye—leaders, 
spokespeople, role models, etc.—doing this to serve, or to be a celebrity? Each philosophy and faith has standards 
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for “must-haves” and “can’t-haves” in terms of a leader’s character and behavior. For cross-cultural, 
common ground criteria, these can be boiled down to four core traits: conscience about right and wrong, 
compassion for people who’ve experienced harm, coherence such that what they say makes sense and is 
reasonable, and congruence in following through on what they say they will do.  

Those who are clearly missing all four characteristics are disqualified and require intervention to remove them 
from roles of influence and responsibility. Others (unqualified) may have good character though not yet 
competent in skills, but are learning and may need interception to keep them on the right track. Others (qualified) 
demonstrate they are trustworthy; they need to exercise prevention to maintain that level.  

CHAPTER #11. What are Essential Indicators for Discerning Whether Organizational Systems are 
Trustworthy/Robust or Toxic/Sick? Organizations are always more than just their leaders; they involve 
shareholders and stakeholders, strategies and infrastructures. This chapter presents two frameworks for assessing 
the trustworthiness of organizations with that in mind. The first explores Four Realms of Non-Negotiable 
Accountability for the actions of people in roles of responsibility: personnel (evaluating personal character and 
behavior), legal (obeying laws), regulatory (meeting requirements about governance, transparency, conflicts of 
interest, excessive benefit, etc., for your specific form of organization), and professional (fiduciary duties to 
maintain licenses and avoid lawsuits).  

The second overviews a set of Six “S” Factors for Identifying a Trustworthy or Toxic Enterprise. These 
systems elements are essential for an environment that is both protective of participants and productive because 
it addresses the following issues:  

 Power—Safe meeting ground for working together. 

 People—Suitable mission for the participants and recipients who are actually involved. 

 Resources—Scales that match the context and make sense. 

 Cultures—Sensitive messages to communicate across cultural borders and boundaries. 

 Trajectories—Survivable methods in light of unavoidable internal and external changes. 

 Legacies—Sustainable momentum for the organization to last beyond two generations. 

These six concerns are so central to effective and “successful” endeavors that we will look at them more deeply in 
Course #2 on (Re)Construction of Robust Systems. 

CHAPTER #12. What Elements Form an “Industrial Complex,” and How Do They Fit Together for 
Systems of Ever-Increasing Social Control? The concept of an industrial complex where business industries 
and government work in close connection for mutual benefit goes back well over 60 years. President Eisenhower 
referred to the “Military Industrial Complex” in his 1961 farewell speech, and that is the form Americans are most 
familiar with. This term has since taken on more insidious meanings: individuals, industries, and institutions 
working together in an interlocking system of vested interests that ignores conflicts of interest. As we’ve seen in 
the Pyramid of Abuse, wrongdoing in one part of an industrial complex creates pressure for other layers and 
entities in it to protect the whole by covering up abuses and silencing any critics.  

These days, an industrial complex can encompass anything and everything in someone’s “platform.” That can 
include people and organizations associated with educational institutions and training programs, in-person and 
virtual relational networks, businesses, events, media, marketing, philanthropic enterprises, non-profits, and 
political involvements. Internally, these close connections can amplify the power and prestige of those at an elite 
level of involvement. But, internally and externally, this spectrum of closed systems of social control removes 
three key freedoms from everyday people: self-determination, association, and cultural participation. 
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SECTION #5—ANALYZING ABUSIVE SYSTEMS; ASSESSING 

AND ADDRESSING RESPONSIBILITY/ACCOUNTABILITY 

 

SUMMARY, SECTION #5. In Section #4, we looked at indicators of people who prove malignant to others and 
different scales of organizations whose missions they hijack and whose infrastructures they distort for their own 
benefit. The indicators may be so pervasive that we don’t hold much hope that such systems can be successfully 
challenged or changed. But they can. To confront a sick system that is entrenched, it takes us building a case from 
observations and evidences to distill out a framework of factual information from which we can interpret the 
truth. These kinds of critical thinking skills are essential to a process of discernment and decision making. They 
provide a base to use in calling individuals and institutions to account for destructive consequences, and 
encouraging conciliation and remediation.  

Looking ahead, this section, then, provides a launching pad into Field Guide #2, where we will look at how 
survivors of abuse, their advocates, and social activists can apply these tools to the situations of individuals and 
institutions. That next installment on Do Good Plus Do No Harm will include the process for sharing one’s own 
personal story of surviving abuse to parallel Section #5’s process for investigating and interpreting organizational 
issues. It will also look at how to apply both sets of tools—individual and institutional—for intervention when 
toxicity has already taken hold, interception when people and organizations are at risk, and prevention so that risk 
of toxicity starting up is minimized. 

 

CHAPTER #13. What Kinds of Evidence are There, and How Do They Relate with Identifying Evasion of 
Accountability? “Your decision is only as good as your information.” A Swiss friend shared that proverb with 
me in the 1980s and it’s helped me every decade since. Gathering information, and then organizing and 
interpreting it well, is crucial to a broad range of efforts when we seek to do good plus do no harm. Being specific 
is especially central to clarity in our mission, adaptability in our organizational structures, and accountability in 
our actions. We need to get to where we have the narrative thread that integrates disconnected factoids into a 
cohesive “story.” This doesn’t mean our investigation is meant to put people on trial, but to collect the evidence 
that illuminates and verifies accounts of the situation.  

Investigating and reporting are foundational skills to do good plus do no harm. This chapter introduces basic 
frameworks and techniques for gathering, observing, analyzing, and interpreting information. Other chapters in 
Courses #1 and #2 apply investigation skills to such issues and activities as: developing relevant purpose and 
mission statements, leadership evaluations, abuse survivor recovery, advocacy and activism, establishing 
organizations appropriate to the proposed cultural setting and available resources, evaluating specific indicators of 
health or toxicity, making our best case for change, tracking organizational course corrections, and implementing 
infrastructure revisions. 

CHAPTER #14. Why is Discernment Key to Counteracting Evil and Developing Justice, and How Do We 
“Discern in Stereo”? Over the past 25 years, I’ve come to the conclusion that there are two factors that most 
affect how we discern problem situations and decide what to do about them: (1) ways of processing information 
(introduced in this chapter), and (2) cultural perception patterns (introduced in Chapter #15).  

Ways of processing information are roughly related to types of learning styles and, more technically, to 
epistemologies—the exploration of how gain knowledge. The range of processing styles seemingly cuts across all 
other kinds of human differences—gender, generation, language, country, culture. Intuitive and intentional 
processing are especially relevant to discernment. Polymath individuals naturally do both, and have extensive 
learning in many fields, but they are not common. So, the best results seem to come from “discerning in stereo” as 
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teams, compositing both intuitive and intentional processing perspectives to gather, observe, analyze, and 
interpret information. 

We’ll look at information processing and cultural perception patterns more in depth in Field Guide #3 as a way of 
considering paradigm shifts and cultural changes, and what helps or hinders their progress. But, it’s relevant to 
introduce them at this point to talk about them as key factors affecting discernment. 

CHAPTER #15. How Do We Composite Culture-Types to Bring the Best Possible Resolve to Problems? In 
Chapter #14, we looked at information processing styles as the first of two factors that most affect how we discern 
problem situations and decide what to do about them. This chapter looks at the second factor: cultural perception 
patterns.  

Cultural perception patterns are the relatively narrow lens a group uses for perceiving which behaviors are 
morally, ethically, and socially acceptable or not—along with underlying reasons why, and expectations for what 
is supposed to happen when cultural norms get violated. A particular pattern can be pervasive, governing public 
and private behaviors in an entire society, even civilizations, over many generations. As we learn from 
anthropology, three such frameworks found worldwide are guilt/punishment, shame/honor, and fear/power 
cultures. I will add a rare, fourth type to this: respect/access, found most often among “people of peace” who may 
can reside within any society. 

We’ll look at information processing and cultural perception patterns more in depth in Field Guide #3 as a way of 
considering paradigm shifts and cultural changes, and what helps or hinders their progress. 

CHAPTER #16. How Do Responsibility and Accountability Fit Together in One Framework? Field Guide 
#1 has mainly addressed how malignant leaders manipulate institutions so they can control them to their benefit. 
Field Guide #2 will look more specifically at how they manipulate individuals to maintain those institutions. It 
will also explore how to work toward holding accountable those who cause harm and/or keep it going, plus how 
to facilitate recovery for individuals, and remediation for institutions.  

As we transition in those directions, it is important to draw together the frameworks already looked at, and review 
them with a different angle. So, this chapter provides three major categories—integration of people, institutional 
integrity, and influence by insiders and outsiders. It also ties in previous concept frameworks with their most 
relevant category, and introduces some ideas on the connections between responsibility and accountability. 
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Section and Chapter Summaries 
Course 1, Deconstruction of Sick Systems, Field Guide #2: 

Detoxification: Dealing with a Sick Past and Present 
 

 

 

 
 

 

SECTION #6—AUTHORITARIANS WHO STEAL OUR STORIES 

 

SECTION #6 SUMMARY. Nature gives us many examples of symbiosis, where different species live together. 
Not all of those closely connected relationships are mutually beneficial, however. All kinds of parasitic organisms 
take over the lives of other species, hijacking the host’s nest or home, stealing its food, taking advantage of its 
instincts, forcing it to care for the parasite and/or its offspring. Similar actions take place in the human realm. 
Parasitic people draw in others through captivating vision-casting, charisma, seeming acts of service. The ultimate 
result is that they steal the stories of others, trading them out for something that never turns out as good as it is 
pitched to be, and using tactics that leave traumatized victims in their wake. 

 

CHAPTER 17. How Do People Develop into Malignant Leaders, and Then is it Even Possible for Them To 
Change? Leaders from a diversity of temperaments can manifest as bullies. This chapter looks at a scale of seven 
different “temperatures” of authoritarian leadership styles, ranging from freezing to lukewarm to boiling, and 
alternating chilly/scalding. Four additional movies provide a base for looking deeper into pathways to pathology 
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and the problems of narcissism and sociopathology, how people become an “unsafe” type of leader, and 
how/why they may be open to interceptions or interventions before it’s too late to transform their trajectory. 

CHAPTER 18. How Do Utopian “Social Experiments” Turn into Dystopias with Psychological Terrorism? 
Feminist historian Helen Haste offers this provocative thought on generations and transformation: “In the long 
run, what counts is how the next generation thinks. How far new ideas permeate culture is not measured just by 
attitude change during one generation, but by what is taken for granted in the next.” This seems to be an era of 
dystopian fiction – and corresponding non-fiction realities. How does someone’s “social experiment” end up 
causing substantial damage among members of the generation in which it’s planted, and then potentially with 
destructive ripples for multiple generations that follow? Does it make any difference whether the trauma was 
inflicted innocently or intentionally? 

CHAPTER 19. What are Personal, Social, and Organizational Consequences When Someone “Steals Our 
Story” with Their Destructive Symbiosis? An earlier chapter presented a series of questions about what 
happens to the Pawns in a situation of systemic abuse, and how the positive and negative conditioning tends to 
affect them. Another chapter looked at the destructive impact of vampires and their Procurators. This chapter 
illustrates those themes of parasitism and the hijacking of an individual’s or group’s trajectory with four early 
films from the techno-cyberpunk genre. All have themes about computer hacking, data mismanagement, and 
online identity misuse or theft in the digital era. 

CHAPTER 20. What are Typical Tactics That Overpowering People Use to Draw People In and Keep 
Them There? This chapter expands upon “The Grooming Grid” of tactics, and considers which are more 
typically used for recruitment into the toxic system, versus retention to keep recruits and their children there, and 
why – susceptibility, community, and/or accessibility. It also expands the vocabulary of tactics to include 
techniques and terms talked about in survivor communities. For instance: sin-leveling, controversializing, 
gaslighting, labeling as mentally ill, love bombing, labeling as gossip-slanderous-libelous, deflecting, plausible 
deniability, shunning, unconditional obedience, ad hominems, pseudo-apologies, victim-blaming, doxing, 
theology of “nice,” instilling self-doubts, two sides to every story, lack of witnesses, etc. 

 

SECTION #7—DESTRUCTIVE IMPACTS OF TRAUMA AND TERROR 

 

SECTION #7 SUMMARY. The tactics of power abuse are specific, and so are their impacts in the lives of 
victims. The destruction affects a combination of personal, social, and cultural dimensions – repressing freedoms 
and replacing them with control. General concepts about how people respond to stress help frame the picture of 
how they respond specifically to the kinds of psychological terrorism that abuse of power inflicts. Understanding 
these various dimensions prepares us for a recovery process if we ourselves are abuse survivors, providing 
support if we are victim advocates, and issues to challenge if we are social activists. 

 

CHAPTER 21. What are Some of the Deepest, Darkest Personal Impacts of Trauma and Terror? Being 
victimized by abuse of power “messes people up,” to greater or lesser degrees. This chapter gives several concept 
frameworks to help interpret some typical results of psychological terrorism and trauma, from both direct (person-
to-person) bullying and systemic (repressive organizational structural) abuse. Craving for Ecstasy by Harvey 
Milkman and Stanley Sunderwith uses studies of brain chemistry and addiction to address three general responses 
people can have to stress, with a category of addictive drugs that goes with each: up (aggressive), down 
(depressive), and sideways (dissociative). Specific post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms fall into 
four categories used by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs: (1) reliving the event, (2) avoiding situations 
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that remind you of the event, (3) negative changes in beliefs and feelings, and (4) feeling keyed up/hyperarousal. 
Multiple films and books illustrate these features, along with the situations depicting various ways victims 
identify with their abusers. 

CHAPTER 22. What are the Essential Personal, Social, and Cultural Freedoms that Get Repressed When 
There is Abuse of Power? Is “systemic abuse” of power a Western-only thing, or is it global? In analyzing 
statements of the last 75 years in support of human rights and freedom, drawn from around the world, I derived a 
framework that uses three essential freedoms: self-determination (the right of conscience and responsibility to 
set one’s destination in life and the trajectory to get there), relational association (choosing one’s friends and 
peers), and cultural participation (involvement according to one’s gifts, training, and interests). Abuse of power 
disrupts each of these freedoms, negating the humanity of those who are made subservient to the will of those in 
charge. 

CHAPTER 23. What Does It Look Like When the Three Core Freedoms are Repressed – and When People 
Resist the Repression? This Field Guide is not just for survivors of spiritual abuse, it’s also for their advocates, 
and for activists who seek to “do good plus do no harm” in social transformation. And situations with abuse of 
power and privilege are often challenges because they repress people’s freedoms. Hairspray is a musical that 
captures many of the issues in the first half of this book. It gives us an opportunity to apply various frameworks 
we’ve considered while we face up to divisions between people based on gender stereotypes, religion, race, size, 
age, and neighborhood. While there are cutting remarks and jokes and slights that illustrate all of these, they serve 
a purpose, showing on the victims’ faces how repugnant such words and deeds are. The film also shows stark 
differences between various groups in the opportunities available to them to participate culturally, economically, 
politically, with police protection, etc. Will the victims give in, or choose non-violent ways to resist in order to 
ignite hope for a better horizon? 

 

SECTION #8—ABUSE SURVIVORS FIND RESILIENCE AND RECOVERY 

 

SECTION #8 SUMMARY. Those who abuse their power implant guilt, shame, fear, and doubt into those they 
use to maintain their position and privilege. Those Pawns are often burned out, and continue suffering from 
anxiety, depression, and grief. Still, many find a road to recovery, and regain their resilience while working 
through losses, and rediscover beauty in everyday life. They also tend to find ways to resist by learning from their 
experiences. This all often motivates them to do what they can so that what abusers did to them happens less 
frequently to others. 

 

CHAPTER 24. How Do Victims of Abuse Reverse Course and Redeem the Evil They have Experienced? A 
common question from those who’ve suffered traumas of abuse is, “How do I know that I’m healing?” This 
chapter shares some basics of recovery that contribute to the transformative journey from being a victim to 
becoming a survivor, using the framework of five core needs and related questions from Kathy Koch’s book, 
Authentic Hope and Wholeness. Who can I trust? (security). Who am I? (identity). Who loves/wants me? 
(belonging). Why am I here? (purpose). What can I do well? (competence). These five personal and social 
aspects of our humanity are often shattered by the guilt and shame, fear and doubts injected into our being by 
abusers. Films illustrate these principles of navigating between destructive and constructive responses to those 
five questions, and taking opposite routes toward either forgiveness and reconciliation or vengeance and 
retribution. 
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CHAPTER 25. How Do Survivors Endure the Dark and Keep Reaching Toward the Dawn? Whether those 
abused consider themselves victims, survivors, or both, it is a major challenge to identify and grieve their many 
losses, and to find ways forward into hope. This chapter uses two films to help us think about issues of suffering 
and various responses to past and present losses, while finding hope and attempting to prevent the complete loss 
of a positive future. 

CHAPTER 26. How Do Survivors Develop Resilience and Engage in Resistance? Sometimes it is not 
possible to leave a situation or system that is sick – or at least, not yet. What then? How does that dynamic shift 
the process of recovery? What can be done to stay afloat emotionally, or, if possible, to push back and resist? One 
of perhaps the most surprising patterns among survivors is the role that arts, beauty, and creativity – the ABCs of 
transcendency – have in helping maintain morale in the face of unspeakable evil, ugliness, and cruelty. This 
chapter uses several films to explore personal and societal dimensions of this ABC dynamic. 

 

SECTION #9—ADVOCATES AND ACTIVISTS 

RESIST EVIL, AMPLIFY REDEMPTIVE MOVEMENT 

 

SECTION #9 SUMMARY. There are many similar dynamics for different situations involving abuse of 
authority, whether the specific context is religious, family, social, racial, political, economic, etc. There are also 
similar practical ways to support victims of abuse and violence, regardless of the context, and also to challenge 
the people and toxic systems involved. Advocacy and activism can occur inside the situation of abuse, or come 
from outside it. The toxicity is more difficult to address when an extended system is in place – a gridlock of 
insiders and outsiders who keep an “industrial complex” going. Cracking through such webs of “dual 
relationships” and endemic conflicts of interest can be done. But it often requires significant investment in 
research, analysis, and pinpointed non-violent and non-cooperative measures to counteract the interdependent 
parts of that abusive whole. 

 

CHAPTER 27. How Do We Create a Personal Advocacy Network to Come Alongside Survivors, and What 
Roles Can They Play? The Pyramid of Abuse offers a framework for thinking through the categories of roles in 
a toxic system, and the tactics each role typically uses to pressure people into conformity. The redemptive 
counterpart of personal support appears in the Pyramid of Advocacy. This helps us think about the set of polar 
opposite roles and skills for those who support and encourage abuse survivors. So, where the Reinforcers and 
Extinguishers require groupthink statements and silence questions, their advocacy opposites – Reconstructors 
and Igniters – welcome freedom of speech, listen to and validate survivors’ questions, and make themselves 
available to help process and interpret things if survivors are open to that. 

CHAPTER 28. What Can We Do to Counteract Systemic Abuse Through Social Activism? Advocacy as 
used in this Field Guide refers more to personal support for abuse survivors, and speaking up for them only 
when they have not yet found or regained their own voice. Activism refers more to social, political, and media 
sides of support through challenging the status quo of malignant people and their toxic systems. Social activists 
can come from inside a Pyramid of Abuse system, such as defectors, loyal opposition, or whistleblowers. They 
can also come from the outside, such as community developers, political organizers, or investigative reporters. 
Whether insiders or outsiders, they play important roles in identifying harmful people and systems, and 
challenging those affected toward action and transformation. 
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CHAPTER 29. What Can We Do to Crack Through the Industrial Complex that Keeps Systemic Abuse 
Going? The concept of an “industrial complex” where industries and government work in close connection for 
mutual benefit goes back well over 60 years, and President Eisenhower referred to the Military Industrial 
Complex in his 1961 farewell speech. This term has since taken on more insidious meanings: individuals, 
industries, and institutions working together in an interlocking system of vested interests that ignores conflicts of 
interest. So, wrongdoing in one part of an industrial complex creates pressure for other entities in it to protect the 
whole by covering it up and silencing critics. These days, an industrial complex can encompass anything and 
everything in someone’s “platform.” That can include people and organizations associated with educational 
institutions and training programs, in-person and virtual relational networks, businesses, events, media, 
marketing, philanthropic enterprises, and non-profits. Think of it as a pie where every “slice” is a Pyramid of 
Abuse, and each piece uses its influence to recommend the others and send business their way. But what about 
when one or more pieces prove severely abusive? And when the secrets get exposed in the public spotlight? 

 

SECTION #10—REMEDIATION FOR SICK ORGANIZATIONS 

 

SECTION #10 SUMMARY. Using the term remediation for fixing toxicity is poignant for several reasons. First, 
because it may be unfamiliar to many, it could make people stop a moment to think about its meaning instead of 
running right past the word. Second, because it has a rich overarching sense that captures two streams of 
meanings in the concept. Remediation is related to remedy, and it involves: (1) stopping the damage and (2) 
correcting the defect. When it comes to toxic organizations and sick systems, we need to implement both of those 
aspects – if possible. The situation may be so catastrophic that the best solution requires dismantling the 
organization. Also, remediation doesn’t happen simply by tinkering with infrastructure; it requires confronting the 
people whose attitudes and actions shape and sustain those structures. Otherwise, no restorative change will occur 
in the long run. 

 

CHAPTER 30. When it Comes to Remediation, Who Needs to “Make Things Right”? It would be easy to 
assume that figuring out who did what that resulted in abuse of power is just about assigning guilt, or shaming 
those involved, or perhaps instilling fear in other would-be abusers. The reality of systemic abuse is that many 
people get involved in creating and perpetuating the problem – whether intentionally or out of ignorance. So, in 
order to address and deconstruct the entire system requires thinking through unavoidable issues of culpability 
(used here for more direct responsibility, such as being a perpetrator, perpetuator, or protector) and complicity 
(more indirect responsibility, such as being used as a puppet, proxy, or pawn) – and people doing what’s 
appropriate to their situation in making things right. The historical case study of the Holocaust well illustrates the 
kinds of real-world questions asked about collaborating with evil versus resisting it; about deception, denial, and 
dissent; about active involvement versus passive assent; about whether those who resisted did enough or not. A 
set of films (and a few books), mostly about issues of Holocaust collaboration and accountability in Germany and 
France, highlight these difficult questions which have actually been asked, and the search for answers and 
remediation. 

CHAPTER 31. How Do We Deal with the People Issues When an Abusive System is Exposed? Just because 
we may have “parsed” a Pyramid of Abuse or a Fill-in-the-Blank Industrial Complex, that doesn’t mean the 
problems are resolved, even if we identify people who should be held accountable for their actions. Some people 
may not realize their culpability, or may deny or refuse to acknowledge wrongdoing they did; these individuals 
may need gentle confrontation to something far stronger. Some people may regret their roles and show genuine 
repentance – i.e., a constructive change of direction backed by action. In interpersonal reconciliation, different 
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people will be looking for different, specific actions that they consider “making things right,” as detailed in the 
book by Gary Chapman and Jennifer Thomas, When Sorry Isn’t Enough. Other concept frameworks deal with 
discerning the most appropriate courses of action to stop damage and correct defects: rehabilitation, potential (not 
guaranteed) restoration to a role of influence, and temporary or permanent removal. 

CHAPTER 32. How Do We Deal with the Structural/Organizational Issues When an Abusive System is 
Exposed? Remediation for a sick system involves not just working on the individuals most involved in its 
creation and perpetuation. It requires taking a deep look at the overarching strategies and structures, plus the 
everyday processes and procedures, that implemented a system of harm. These principles and practices have 
staying power, even if the people who were in power end up being removed. Some of the key actions then involve 
restitution to make concrete amends for damages done, investigation to bring out the truth about what happened, 
reconciliation instead of retribution to heal divides between groups involved, renovation if the organization is 
salvageable, and dismantling or completely razing the organization if deemed beyond repair. These tie in with 
needs for intervention (when damage has already been done), interception (when it can still be staunched), and 
prevention (so future need for intervention is dramatically reduced). The historical case study of South African 
apartheid well illustrates the range of systemic issues to address in the pursuit of “doing good plus doing no 
harm.” 
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Proof of Concept 
13 Case Studies for Your Own Research 

 
My vocational work the past decade has included technical editing for biomedical researchers and public health 
professionals. From them I’ve learned to appreciate such specialized disciplines as: 

 Meta-analysis—looking for patterns across related sets of research findings. 

 Translational research—making technical findings accessible and practical to everyday people. 

 Proof of concept—strategizing and applying an abstract theory in a smaller-scale, real-world situation to 
show that the theory really can work. 

In Futuristguy’s Field Guides, I apply these scientific research disciplines as best I can to the fields of systemic 
abuse and societal oppression, and suggest how to address them through collaborations and social transformation 
enterprises.  

I conduct meta-analysis on personal experiences, historical situations, and realistic media storylines 
dealing with abuse, resistance, transformation, and justice. 

I attempt to make these findings practical and accessible—putting words to what people experience but 
don’t know what to call it, suggesting metaphors that help people remember and reflect on the abstract 
concepts, visualizing various aspects of systems with images and graphics.  

I also select situations that offer you and your teams opportunities to try out my concept frameworks and 
impact indicators in safe environments where you can see how they work. It’s my conviction that if we 
can’t apply these outside the actual activities of our business or organization, we’re not going to perceive 
them when they are present. 

Most chapters have a few case studies that illustrate concepts and give you chance to think things through and try 
them out. Some case studies have much larger application than just what’s in that chapter. For this first edition of 
the Futuristguy’s Field Guide training series, I’ve selected a set of 13 of these larger case studies. (I may adjust 
the number or items if there is a revised edition.) 

It took me a long time to settle on these, but I believe that, as a group, they give the widest possible coverage to 
applying the ideas and indicators about toxicity and health in the entire series. To challenge you to increase your 
“cultural I.Q.,” they also draw from a broad range of media source types (novels and non-fiction books, movies 
and documentaries, soundtracks and video games, cultural events and organizations), and different genres. Many 
appeal to middle-schoolers to young adults, and I chose these to facilitate opportunities for cross-generational 
conversations. Also, though they are relevant to contemporary situations, most of them are removed from our 
everyday life to offer enough emotional distance to learn empathy and actions in a relatively safe situation where 
we aren’t personally involved or otherwise pressured to intuit what must be done and act immediately. 

So, here they are, with a few notes about what each one emphasizes that fits with various “Essentials” across the 
series. Perhaps you’ll want to read/view ahead, and start thinking about how these storylines bridge key issues on 
deconstruction of toxic systems and (re)construction of healthy ones. 
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TOPICS PRIMARILY ON DECONSTRUCTION (COURSE #1) 

 

Field Guide #1: Classification 

#01. The Hunger Games Series by Suzanne Collins—This series was written for young adult readers (grades 7 
though 12). Both the three novels and four movies show a broad range of individual, institutional, and 
ideological tactics of abuse/control. The series also demonstrates different organizational forms of authoritarian 
control – such as compliance by the Districts, chaos through poverty imposed in the Districts, charisma in the 
Capitol, and competition in the arenas. Also, many key characters suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder. 
We can see their symptoms and track their recovery process toward purpose/meaning. 

Essays I tentatively plan to develop on The Hunger Games series include the following. I will add links to 
whichever blog(s) I post them on. 

 Cultural and social impact of The Hunger Games. 
 The Hunger Games and tactics of abuse: individual, institutional, ideological. 
 The Hunger Games and four kinds of social control systems. 
 The Hunger Games in light of Robert Jay Lifton eight criteria for “sociological cults.” See my three-part 

series on Lessons from The Hunger Games. 
 The Hunger Games, PTSD, and post-traumatic recovery and growth. 

#02. Assassin’s Creed—I became acquainted with Assassin’s Creed (AC) in the mid-2010 decade. I knew there 
was something there worth delving into that related to my research on toxic organizations and authoritarian 
societies–but I didn’t quite know what at first. 

The more I read about the Assassin’s Creed/Templar backstory, the more clear it became. It had to with 
“paradigm points” (values, beliefs, behaviors) and ways in which our worldview affects all that we do. In 
this case, it’s about key differences in polar opposite views about human nature. These distinctives hold 
direct implications for how we set up our social organizations: 

If we think human nature is essentially bad, we need to override it, control it, channel it via enlightened 
rules and elitist rulers. 

If it is essentially good, then we seek to unleash it, empower it, equip it via rule-of-thumb heuristics and 
role-model mentors. 

Which of those two views drives you—or is it something in-between? The backstories in Assassin’s Creed offer 
the opportunity to explore those possibilities. Its popular videogames, movie, and tie-in novels and other products 
highlight the constant battle between equity in freedoms for all, as represented by the Brotherhood of Assassins, 
versus control by elites, as represented by the Templars. 

While storylines are based in conspiracy theories about Templars and Assassins, in reality no group can succeed 
at creating a total-control society (like the Templars want) or complete freedom society (like the Brotherhood 
wants) unless there is conspiring–or at least overlapping paradigms that drive similar ideologies and social goals 
and designs.  

The AC movie also depicts: 

A total institution system (Abstergo), where all aspects of those inside are controlled by scheduling, 
monitoring, and punishing. 
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The Abstergo Industries is tied into an interlocking directory (the Elders), whose business, political, 
social, and humanitarian interests/involvements coincide, even though their network is decentralized. 

This formal level of elite leaders is part of a larger industrial complex (the Templars), where entire social, 
economic, and political domains are being infiltrated and dominated by Templar individuals, institutions, 
and ideologies. 

These are three steps in a sequence that would lead to a fourth–a society of totalist psychological and 
social control (i.e., authoritarianism) by Templars. If they achieve that, they can run the world without it 
even overtly looking like they’re doing so: shadow cabals exerting total control. 

While I do not like the level of physical violence in the AC universe, I have not found another media example that 
captures this important organizational series of total institution, interlocking directory, industrial complex, and 
totalist society–each stage showing an increasing scope of social control. These organizations all rely on forms of 
violence–psychological, relational, and social–even if they don’t major on physical violence. So I use Assassin’s 
Creed as a case study–despite the strong physical violence that related media assume and display–for how it can 
train us about institutional and ideological backstories and how these paradigms rely on psychological terrorism. 

#03. Dune by Frank Herbert—This is available in book, movie (1984; David Lynch, director), games, and TV 
mini-series editions, with a new Dune movie in the making (Denis Villeneuve directing). The “Duniverse” series 
presents a complex civilization with nearly a dozen different ideological groups competing for domination. 
These ideologies and methodologies can form around just about anything. For example: 

 Bene Gesserit (mysticism and politics), 
 Bene Tleilax (genetic engineering), 
 Fremen (traditionalism and tribalism), 
 Ix and Richese (technology), 
 Mentats (mental conditioning), 
 Spacing Guild (mathematics), 
 Suk Medical School (behavioral conditioning), 
 Swordmasters of Ginaz (physical and military prowess), 
 and The Landsraad Council of the Great Houses, House Corrino, House Harkonnen (plain old power and 

intrigue). 

These ideological groups alternate between conflict and alliances, and the Dune saga plotline shows how 
poisonous paradigms inherently lead to persecution and other toxic methodologies. The book version is 
especially insightful on systems thinking, ecology, and sustainability. This includes how the most scarce 
resource can limit growth/robustness of the entire system, and motivate people to change. 

Field Guide #2: Detoxification 

#04. The Holocaust and Resistance During World War II—World War II encompasses a broad range of 
situations for conceptualizing a scale of responsibility for harm, going from highest culpability for those 
directly involved, to lowest complicity for those with indirect or forced involvement. Pairings of apparent 
opposites lets us pose questions like: Who should be held responsible, for what kinds of actions, and liable for 
what level of accountability/consequences? What issues might mitigate a person’s level of responsibility and 
therefore their accountability?  

The material is intense, but it offers us strategic opportunities to examine the nature of evil and evaluate 
moral/ethical dilemmas faced by real people in a totalist society or other form of institutionalized systemic 
abuse, i.e., that lasts two generations or more. 
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WW2, the Holocaust, and forms of resistance present multiple situations for us to look at opposite responses by 
otherwise similar pairings. “Actors” are individuals, institutions, and ideological groups. Their activities may 
be intentional or incidental/situational. They might support evil, resist evil, or do some complex combination 
of both. These can take place from inside or outside of the system of abuse. Resistance can take the form of 
non-cooperation/non-violent action, violence, or something in between. This uses at least three sets of movie 
case studies, and books on related topics. 

GERMANY: Labyrinth of Lies (functionaries; social collaboration), The Grey Zone (prisoner 
resistance), Sophie Scholl: The Final Days (student resistance). 

FRANCE: The Sorrow and the Pity and The Eye of Vichy (collaboration), The Children of Chabannes 
(resistance). 

SPECIFIC DOMAINS: German businesses (From Cooperation to Complicity: Degussa in the Third 
Reich), religion, education (Complicity in the Holocaust: Churches and Universities in Nazi Germany), 
arts (Taking Sides). 

#05. The Selection Series by Kiera Cass— These five novels are set several generations after global disasters 
forged what remains of North America into a monarchy with overt caste system. 

The first three novels develop the romance between Prince Maxon and America Singer, one of 35 young women 
invited to represent their region in a “selection” process to become his wife. This trilogy shows differences 
between an underqualified leader who willingly learns and grows, versus a disqualified leader who remains 
stuck and toxic. It includes themes related to techniques used to keep populations under control for multiple 
generations, plus dynamics of resistance, alliances, and social change. It also looks at how removal of freedom 
for more than a generation affects second and subsequent generations who are born into a high-demand, 
high-control society. 

The sequel duology focuses on a “selection” romance nearly two decades later, with side themes to explore on 
how repair/restoration of personal and social freedom may take more than one generation to take root. 

#06. Apartheid in South Africa— Historical apartheid in South Africa included harmful actions ranging from 
violence against individuals to legitimized or legalized oppression of entire demographic groups. It also offers 
lessons on a range of resistance techniques by insiders and the international community (e.g., political, 
economic, cultural sanctions). Also unusual and instructive are the actions taken to heal the nation in the 
aftermath of apartheid through transparency and amnesty. 

Media studies: Invictus shows how a significant change of direction by even one person going from violence to 
peace-making can facilitate far broader social impact. Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom contrasts how similar 
suffering led to opposite leadership paths for Nelson and Winnie Mandela. For the process of repairing deep 
damages between the races, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission demonstrates why speaking the truth 
publicly about what happened must precede attempts at making things right, or else history may repeat itself. 
Wrong Side of the Bus gives a personal account of finally facing the psychological wounds of apartheid. 
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TOPICS PRIMARILY ON (RE)CONSTRUCTION (COURSE #2) 

 

Field Guide #3: Transformation 

#07. American Racism and the Civil Rights Movement—Looking at racism against African Americans focuses 
us on historical situations, various ideologies, and current symptoms that create and maintain a trajectory 
toward a totalist system of societal oppression. It offers us contrasting approaches to social change, including 
the entire spectrum from non-violence/non-cooperation to radical action or violent revolution. 

Racism and oppression are both historic and systemic for all demographic minorities in America. So, considering 
how to bring constructive change for one means looking at deep paradigm shifts for all, which includes truth-
seeking, reconciliation, and processes of remediation/reparation. 

Media studies will tentatively include: Eyes on the Prize documentary series to provide a historical framework. 
Selma, Black Panthers, and Malcolm X for contrasting perspectives on resistance. Hairspray and Freedom 
Songs for the significant role music plays in social change. I Am Not Your Negro, Loving, and 13th to explore 
endemic racist attitudes and systemic problems that have stymied progress in the last 50 years. 

#08. The Underland Chronicles Series by Suzanne Collins—This five-book series is for middle readers (grades 
3 through 8). It presents a fantastical setting of humans and various giant-sized species living far underground 
below New York City. Suzanne Collins wrote this series immediately before The Hunger Games trilogy, and she 
spotlights similar themes, but at a level more accessible to younger readers. 

The Underland Chronicles provides an insightful framework for thinking through how stigmas and social 
divisions work, akin to the problems of racism and other historic divisions in our world. It accomplishes this 
through exploring different combinations of Underland species which are in conflict or alliance with each 
other and backstories of why that is. Peace-makers need such clues, if they are to identify possibilities paths for 
reconciliation, engage in resistance, and facilitate change. 

The series also contrasts sources and results of violence, versus what it takes to develop common ground for 
the common good in such a society, especially when long-standing, unresolved grievances must be addressed 
as part of that process. 

#09. Dinotopia Series by James Gurney and other writers—I’ve been enthralled by James Gurney’s engaging 
world of Dinotopia ever since I bought his first book in the 1990s. This historical fantasy series is set in the mid-
1800s when explorations could still map new locations. Adventures accelerate when Arthur Denison and his son 
Will get shipwrecked and wash up on Dinotopia’s shores. Dinotopia media includes: 

 Four oversized books written and illustrated by James Gurney, all now in 20th anniversary editions, and 
a pop-up book. 

 Two tie-in novels written by Alan Dean Foster. 
 A series of 16 chapter books for young readers, by other authors, . 
 A Dinotopia mini-series and TV series are set in contemporary times, showing how the unique features 

of this society have continued another 150 years. 
 Other products, such as games, puzzles, artwork, trading cards, toys, and collectibles. 

The uncharted archipelago of Dinotopia is unknown to the outer world because it is surrounded by an uncrossable 
coral reef; those who survive shipwrecks are there for life. However, the Denisons are not merely marooned, 
because they are not the first ones there. People from ancient times and far-flung lands have ended up there before 
them. Dinotopia’s millennia-old culture offers a society where differing perspectives of these individuals, cultural 
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groups, and (surprisingly) dinosaur species are actively sought out, respected, and integrated into a common-
ground mosaic. And this distinctive cultural context is one of the things I love most about the series. 

Dinotopia embodies the essence of transculturalism. Such societies represent a system for personal flourishing 
through social interdependence. This does not happen by simply coexistence. Transcultural societies go steps 
beyond situations where multiple cultures share the same space, or even multicultural appreciation of “the 
other,” or intercultural working together. Transculturalism suggests each of us in our native culture cannot 
become our best unless we interact with and intentionally learn from those of other cultures. 

That same spirit of interdependence also applies to our natural environments–our habitats–not just to the persons 
who inhabit them. So ecology and sustainability are likewise part of the rhythm of transculturalism. (Since I grew 
up in an “eco-tone” intersection of multiple ecosystems, I especially enjoy visiting Dinotopia’s different habitats 
in the various books.) 

Dinotopia story plotlines also combine elements in what’s been called the quadruple bottom line (QBL) of 
benefiting community, ecology, economy, and spirituality–or, if you prefer alliteration–people, planet, 
profits, and personal and social transformation. This QBL system for a sustainable living situation is 
becoming a standard framework for measuring qualitative impacts of social transformation efforts. So the 
world of Dinotopia plants seeds to introduce such concepts to middle-school age readers. 

Yes, this is utopian. But, as a futurist, I am not only looking to the skies for signs of stormy weather and things to 
avoid, but to the horizon for indicators of inspiration and evidence-based hope to embrace. 

I reread Dinotopia’s whole fantastical series–illustrated books, chapter books, novels–every few years. Somehow, 
it still works wonders to dissolve whatever rust has clogged my imagination, moreso than any other fiction I’ve 
read. I’m grateful to James Gurney and others for giving us these treasures to create a case study, and as a literary 
sandbox for experimenting with sustainability! In my Dinotopia Notes site, I hope you’ll find something of 
interest that encourages you to consider deeper interdependency with civil society and cleaner ecology. 

Field Guide #4: Engagement 

#10. Marvel’s Black Panther and Wakanda—In the Black Panther movie, a key moral dilemma involves the 
tension between two worldviews. Most traditionalists seek to maintain the isolation of Wakanda, their cloaked 
society, from the rest of the global society, in order to preserve its security and protect its technology. 
Meanwhile, most innovators desire to accept social responsibility for living in the international community by 
sharing their advanced knowledge and collaborating for freedom. 

Others are caught in between. With nations and groups worldwide in desperate need, Wakandan resources would 
make a startling, and likely positive impact. King T’Challa is considering this pathway forward. Meanwhile, 
challenger to the throne Erik Killmonger seeks those resources for revenge. He wants to use Wakanda as his base 
to apply colonialism methods and dominate all other countries and cultures. 

The comic book series, movie, and cultural situation work together to set the stage for exploring contemporary 
issues of a quadruple bottom line of how to benefit community, ecology, economy, and spirituality—and 
promote sustainability. These draw on strategic foresight (futuring) skills, Afrofuturism as an example of 
imagining what life would be like if not for historic oppression of peoples and cultures, and a range of views on 
technology’s viability to promote progress instead of regress (e.g., bright green technology, and smart cities). 

#11. Captain Planet and the Planeteers—This animated children’s TV series – with many other toys, games, 
puzzles, and activities – was launched in 1990. That was the same year as the second Earth Day, the first in 1970. 
Captain Planet and the Planeteers focuses on understanding basics of environmental systems and pollution, as 
seen through the eyes of five young people from different continents who come together as the Planeteers. 
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Each Planeteer has a unique individual power – earth, fire, wind, water, or heart. By their powers combined, 
they can call forth Captain Planet. So, this multiracial, global Planeteers team goes into action against a series 
of toxic villains who pollute the world. 

In addition to giving us general knowledge of organic systems and forms of pollution and poison, this series 
shows us an example of how composited teams accomplishing more than any one individual or even small 
group might do alone. 

#12. Band Aid and Live Aid—Live Aid in 1985 was a paradigm-shifting event. This global concert and many 
related fund-raising projects in response to famines in Eastern Africa changed the ways Westerners looked at 
charitable giving. Before that, people perhaps contributed to select charities, but otherwise relied on governments 
to deal with international disasters. But Live Aid encouraged people to take a more active role: Do something 
rather than do nothing, instead of expecting governments and NGOs to do everything. 

It also shows system challenges in dealing with social-political-economic infrastructures, and raises critiques of 
pop-culture-led, consumerist-based charitable giving; the clear lack of multicultural involvement of 
shareholders (planners and volunteers); and lack of seeking input from stakeholders (aid recipients). 

Whether a fan of Live Aid’s charitable strategies and structures or not, it would be hard to argue against its 
impact on the trajectory of social involvement in next generations. It perhaps paved the way for heightened 
interest in justice and social entrepreneurship among many Millennials. 

#13. Matryoshka Haus, The Transformational Index, and Change Makers Toolkit—Matryoshka are the 
Russian dolls inside of dolls inside of dolls. Similarly, social entrepreneurship often has projects inside projects 
inside projects. Matryoshka Haus – Mhaus for short – is a U.S. 501(c)3 non-profit, based in the UK since 2003. 
Multiple start-ups is one of MHaus’ hallmarks. It reflects the unique gifting of its founder and Creative Director, 
Shannon Hopkins. She typically facilitates the formation of a community, helps them figure out a purposeful 
project for making a difference, and turns over ownership to that community while she and other MHaus 
associates provide training, research, and/or resources. 

This award-winning community of social entrepreneurs collaborates and trains with change-makers in Europe and 
North America primarily. They have a well-documented track record of launching their own initiatives and 
training others. In its first 15 years, the MHaus community undertook a dozen different kinds of projects, 
exhibitions, campaigns, events, and series that facilitate personal and social change. Some of these spun off into 
their own organizations, others came to completion and were archived. 

Matryoshka Haus associates have used their own experiences and field-tested tools to train almost 250 other 
change-makers with their week-long Make Good course for incubating an idea from conceptualization all the way 
to presentation, resourcing, and implementation. They have also produced a suite of impact indicators (like The 
Transformational Index) and integrated, game-based project planning tools (Change Makers Toolkit) with 
“social good” in mind. 

They have a track record for growing and learning. Matryoshka Haus: A Story of Faith and Social Innovation–a 
2018 book on their projects and perspectives, commissioned by Duke Seminary–shares their track record of 
enterprises, lessons learned on each, and how each additional project led to adjusting MHaus’s trajectory. Their 
unique work gives insights into the six “S” elements for more effective social change impact; measuring what 
matters; and taking into account the quadruple bottom line of people, planet, profits, and personal/social change. 

Duke University recognized Matryoshka Haus’ contributions to social entrepreneurship by giving it 
“Traditioned Innovation Award” for best practices in 2018. 
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3-5 #818326 — switching gears 
3-6 #8702185 — Employee Newton’s Cradle 
 
Figure #3-03: The Terroir Trio 
3-7 #18950330 — 3D Character With Golden Shovel 
3-8 #21415315 — Gold Guy Weather Report News 
3-9 #5665879 — Leadership Arrow 
 
Figure #3-04: Dealing with the Soil 
3-10 #2213807 — Tiller 
3-11 #2213790 — Cultivator 
3-12 #2213733 — Aerator 
3-13 #2213573 — Fertilizer 
 
Figure #3-05: Climatology ~ Weather Conditions 
3-14 #21415315 — Gold Guy Weather Report News 
3-15 #19217610 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [fire 
warning] 
3-16 #19217566 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [dry 
conditions/drought] 
3-17 #19217342 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [sunny] 
3-18 #19217275 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [partly 
cloudy] 
3-19 #19217312 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [cloudy] 
3-20 #19217231 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [rain] 
3-21 #19217162 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [flood 
warning] 
3-22 #19217663 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [fog] 
3-23 #19217192 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [snow] 
3-24 #19217527 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [winds] 
3-25 #19217498 — Gold Guy Weather Presenter [cyclone] 
 
Figure #3-06: Management Practices 
3-26 #313197 — gilded water can 
3-27 #200284 — weathervane & telescope 
3-28 #2213630 — Bulb Dibble 
3-29 #2213556 — Seeds 
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3-30 #2213694 — Pitchfork 
3-31 #2213691 — Rake 
3-32 #1368821 — carry shovel 
3-33 #2213650 — Trowel Shovel 
 
Chapter #4 
4-1 #26209720 — Halloween © Texelart 
4-2 #843961 — tomography 
 
Section #2 Workbook 
S#2-1 #938865 — bio hazard burden 
 
 

SECTION 3 
 
S003 #5984083 — Wannabe Converter 3000 
 
Chapter #5 
5-1 #8275822 — Duo Incognito 
5-2 #9667278 — Dance 
5-3 #12280756 — The Golden Boy Idol 
5-4 #7577323 — Boxing 
 
Chapter #6 
6-1 #8852393 — Actor 
6-2 #12806750 — Police Officer Stop Gesture 
6-3 #10712898 — Elf Thumbs Up 
6-4 #981515 — umbrella coverage workforce 
 
Figure #6-01: Establishing a System of Social Control 
6-1 #8852393 — Actor 
6-2 #12806750 — Police Officer Stop Gesture 
6-3 #10712898 — Elf Thumbs Up 
6-4 #981515 — umbrella coverage workforce 
 
Chapter #7 
7-1 #18581517 — Emotional Choices 
7-2 #8986516 — King Among Pawns 
 
Figure #7-01: Four-Layer Prototype, Pyramid of Abuse 
7-3 #8852393 — Actor 
7-4 #12806750 — Police Officer Stop Gesture 
7-5 #10712898 — Elf Thumbs Up 
7-6 #981515 — umbrella coverage workforce 
7-7 #18581517 — Emotional Choices 
7-8 #8986516 — King Among Pawns 
 
Figure #7-02: Extinguishers 
7-9 #9310273 — Alien Secret 
7-10 #6589772 — Basketball Big Hand Defense 
7-11 #15452348 — Gold Guy Yelling and Point Directions 
 
Figure #7-03: Reinforcers 
7-12 #9310400 — Alien Thumbs Up 
7-13 #20266769 — Gold Guy Thumbs Up 
7-14 #9868732 — Smiling Two Thumbs Up 
 
Figure #7-04: Spectrum of Symbiosis 
7-15 #9895313 — Handshake 
7-16 #9868684 — Smiling Two Thumbs Up 
7-17 #8645210 — Forum 
7-18 #12731094 — Rejected 

7-19 #13155610 — Spy Games 
7-20 #6928150 — Splatter 
 
7-21 #5816710 — The World In Your Hand 
7-22 #9208790 — Alien Parasite Bursting Out 
 
Figure #7-05: Systemic Abuse in Harry Potter’s World  
7-23 #21453138 — Gold Guy Wizard 
7-24 #11074101 — Centaur 
7-25 #9713512 — Werewolf 
7-26 #9678528 — Vampire 
7-27 #9587333 — Titan 
 
Figure #7-06: Systemic Abuse: Vampires and Familiars 
7-28 #9679332 — Vampire 
7-29 #5965841 — Self-Sacrifice 
 
Chapter #8 
8-1 #8986516 — King Among Pawns 
 
8-2 #16713464 — Puzzled Gold Guy  
8-3 #810428 — trapped in gear  
8-4 #202010 — award worship  
8-5 #201421 — hear see speak no  
 
Figure #8-01: The Pyramid of Abuse 
8-6 #12413672 — Pointing in Hovering Futuristic Chair  
 
8-7 #1368447 — boxing dummy  
8-8 #713804 — superhero dollar  
8-9 #5984057— V.I.P. Access  
 
8-10 #9310273 — Alien Secret 
8-11 #6589772 — Basketball Big Hand Defense 
8-12 #15452348 — Gold Guy Yelling and Point Directions 
 
8-13 #9310400 — Alien Thumbs Up 
8-14 #20266769 — Gold Guy Thumbs Up 
8-15 #9868732 — Smiling Two Thumbs Up 
 
8-16 #16713464 — Puzzled Gold Guy  
8-17 #810428 — trapped in gear  
8-18 #202010 — award worship  
8-19 #201421 — hear see speak no  
 
Section #3 Workbook 
Figure Section #3 Workbook — The Pyramid of Abuse 
Repeat of Figure #8-01, The Pyramid of Abuse 
 
 

SECTION 4 
 
S004 #6928299 — Isolated Virus Under Microscope 
 
Chapter #9 
9-1 #6263029 — Gear Runners 
 
Figure #9-01: Robert Jay Lifton’s Eight Criteria 
9-2 #6929096 — Star Singing Into A Golden Retro 
Microphone 
9-3 #5965812 — 3D Giant Hand Head Concept Praying 
Together 
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9-4 #9310443 — 3 Wise Aliens 
9-5 #6927875 — Golden Man Crying 
9-6 #726022 — good idea gathering 
9-7 #201282 — uniformity 
9-8 #5984083 — Wannabe Converter 3000 
9-9 #5966175 — Outcast  
 
Chapter #10 
Figure #10-01: Conscience 
10-1a #6929534 — Teamwork Help Up Bar Graph 
10-1b #5668551 — Market Leader Tumbling Wannabes 
 
Figure #10-02: Compassion 
10-2a #6046042 — Golden Heart Key 
10-2b #6928461 — Head In The Sand 
 
Figure #10-03: Coherence 
10-3a #5657044 — Shout Green 
10-3b #5807598 — Megaphone Question 
 
Figure #10-04: Congruence 
10-4a #147754910 — Construction Workers 
10-4b #1157579 — hammock relaxation 
 
10-5 #5984214 — Holding A Gold Star Award 
10-6 #10958164 — Baby Businessman 
10-7 #6927888 — Boxing Champion 
 
Chapter #11 
11-1 #5603497 — Balance Heart And Mind  
11-2 #131042795 — Law Legal Concept With The Original 
3D Character Illustration 
11-3 #6189592 — IRS Tax Code 
11-4 #5983478 — Hats Off 
 
Figure #11-01: Six “S” for Success — 1. Power 
11-5a #6097698 — Business Connection Puzzle 
11-5b #938824 — bio threat fear 
 
Figure #11-02: Six “S” for Success — 2. People 
11-6a #201958 — puzzle 
11-6b #201282 — uniformity 
 
Figure #11-03: Six “S” for Success — 3. Resources 
11-7a #14254708 — Safety Net Catching Recycle Symbol 
11-7b #5967728 — Pulling Manpower Chain 
 
Figure #11-04: Six “S” for Success — 4. Cultures 
11-8a #765180 — thought broadcast 
11-8b #5681195 — Hear No Speaker 
 
Figure #11-05: Six “S” for Success — 5. Trajectories 
11-9a #12475849 — Risk Management 
11-9b #9225321 — Running Around A Compass 
 
Figure #11-06: Six “S” for Success — 6. Legacies 
11-10a #8702185 — Employee Newton's Cradle 
11-10b #855080 — old idea new idea 
 
Chapter #12 
12-1 #5602660 — Recycling Cooperation 
12-2 #943302 — security puzzle 

12-3 #528066 — tethered 
12-4 #9081518 — Gear Runner Race 
12-5 #9437915 — Cooperating Gear Running Teams 
12-6 #9017743 — Reaching for Solution 
12-7 #14153651 — Safety Net Catching A Jigsaw Puzzle 
12-8 #6263029 — Gear Runners  
 
Section #4 Workbook 
S#4-1 #8275822 — Duo Incognito 
S#4-2 #9667278 — Dance 
S#4-3 #12280756 — The Golden Boy Idol 
S#4-4 #7577323 — Boxing 
 
 

SECTION 5 
 
S005 #6928539 — Infected 
 
Chapter #13 
13-1 #5603635 — Searching For Answers Magnifier Frame 
 
Figure #13-01: Six Categories of Evidences ~ Robert Yin 
13-2 #38941281 — Laptop for internet and multimedia 
sharing © Nmedia 
13-3 #118233696 — Office and Business Collage © Nmedia 
13-4 #56551676 — Business Still life: Contact © Nmedia 
13-5 #56050170 — Best of business still life series © 
Nmedia 
13-6 #51000158 — Office collage in globe shape © Nmedia 
13-7 #100793394 — Internet for Business Concept © 
Nmedia 
 
13-8 #156663711 — The Original 3D Character Illustration 
With Evidence 
13-9 #11061105 — Say What 
13-10 #6164971 — DNA 
13-11 #123072467 — The Original 3D Character With A 
Home Puzzle 
13-12 #123075658 — The Original 3D Character Illustration 
Construction Worker With Home Puzzle 
13-13 #943195 — puzzle stairs 
13-14 #106289616 — Aerial Drone Concept 
 
Figure #13-02: Figuring Out Falsehoods 
13-15 #134930211 — Alternative FACTS With The Original 
3D Character Illustration 
13-16 #134912803 — Angel And Devil Character Split 3D 
Illustration 
13-17 #139764431 — Perjury Legal Gavel Concept 3D 
Illustration 
 
Chapter #14 
14-1 #5603497 — Balance Heart And Mind 
14-2 # 5967854 — Bring On The Boom 
14-3 #127897298 — The Original 3D Character Illustration 
With Half Of His Head Missing And Light Bulb 
 
Chapter #15 
15-1 #201138 — tough justice 
15-2 #9628623 — Dunce 
15-3 #16191832 — Gold Guy Accused Scolding Reprimand  
15-4 #17996448 — Gold Guy Conflict Arrows Concept 
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15-5 #6005014 — Juggling Lots Of Ideas 
15-6 #5967267 — Style Opposites 
 
Chapter #16  
16-1 #992449 — microscope 
16-2 #6032743 — Moon Lookout 
16-3 #9983172 — Put Under The Microscope 
16-4 #6929221 — Dollar Holding Giant Golden Calculator 
16-5 #6032803 — #1 Brand 
 
Section #5 Workbook 
S#5-1 #6928112 — Good Or Evil ? 
 
 

ESSENTIALS AND KEY CHARTS 
 

ESSENTIALS 
 
Who Will Benefit From This Training, and How? 
WHO-1 #14515100 — Gold Guy In Life Preserver 
WHO-2 #6189823 — Magnifying Glass frame 
WHO-3 #9051761 — Labor Union 
 
Introducing Key Concept Frameworks 
E#0-1 #5908818 — Full Spectrum All For One One For All 
E#0-2 #5913433 — Full Spectrum Legal Meeting 
E#0-3 #5913763 — Full Spectrum Teamwork Help Up 
Golden Business Bar Graphs 
E#0-4 #5913662 — Full Spectrum Arrow Team 
E#0-5 #5908795 — Full Spectrum Teamwork Gears 
E#0-6 #5908842 — Full Spectrum Business Progress 
E#0-7 #5908754 — Full Spectrum Vote 
 
Essentials #1 - Three Core Individual Freedoms 
E#1-1 #17868568 — Gold Guys Which Way Arrows 
Concept 
E#1-2 #778041 — teamwork connection 
E#1-3 #201955 — puzzle 
 
Essentials #2 - Reversing Freedoms Via Restrictions 
E#2-1 #810428 — trapped in gear 
E#2-2 #5645363 — Puzzle Gear 
E#2-3 #5645343 — In Gear In Gear In Gear 
 
Essentials #3 - Taxonomy of Toxic Tactics 
E#3-1 #21127963 — Gold Guy Looking Through Binoculars 
E#3-2 #992449 — microscope 
E#3-3 #9222128 — Looking With Binoculars At Crossroad 
E#3-4 #9225233 — Looking Through Telescope 
E#3-5 #106285512 — Aerial Drone Concept 
 
Essentials #4 - Individual Conditioning 
E#4-1 #810399 — run from gear 
E#4-2 #9081518 — Gear Runner Race 
E#4-3 #9437915 — Cooperating Gear Running Teams 
 
Essentials #5 - Institutional Control 
E#5-1 #8852292 — Puzzle Problem 
E#5-2 #9017743 — Reaching for Solution 
E#5-3 #14153651 — Safety Net Catching A Jigsaw Puzzle 
 
Essentials #6 -  Ideological Conformity 

E#6-1 #5965912 — Teamwork Gear Runners 
 
E#6-2 Model #4 — My Paradigm V System, © 2015 Brad 
Sargent. 
 
E#6-3 #810399 — run from gear 
E#6-4 #9081518 — Gear Runner Race 
E#6-5 #9437915 — Cooperating Gear Running Teams 
E#6-6 #810428 — trapped in gear 
E#6-7 #5645363 — Puzzle Gear 
E#6-8 #5645343 — In Gear In Gear In Gear 
E#6-9 #8852292 — Puzzle Problem 
E#6-10 #9017743 — Reaching for Solution 
E#6-11 #14153651 — Safety Net Catching A Jigsaw Puzzle 
E#6-12 #5965912 — Teamwork Gear Runners 
 
Essentials #7 - Totalist Psychology System 
E#7-1 #6929096 — Star Singing Into A Golden Retro 
Microphone 
E#7-2 #5965812 — 3D Giant Hand Head Concept Praying 
Together 
E#7-3 #9310443 — 3 Wise Aliens 
E#7-4 #6927875 — Golden Man Crying 
 
E#7-5 #726022 — good idea gathering 
E#7-6 #201282 — uniformity 
E#7-7 #5984083 — Wannabe Converter 3000 
E#7-8 #5966175 — Outcast 
 
Essentials #8 - Four Ways Totalist/High-Demand Systems 
Present Themselves 
E#8-1 #8275822 — Duo Incognito 
E#8-2 #9667278 — Dance 
E#8-3 #12280756 — The Golden Boy Idol 
E#8-4 #7577323 — Boxing 
 
Essentials #9 - Six S Indicators of Success 
E#9-1a #6097698 — Business Connection Puzzle 
E#9-1b #938824 — bio threat fear 
E#9-2a #201958 — puzzle 
E#9-2b #201282 — uniformity 
E#9-3a #14254708 — Safety Net Catching Recycle Symbol 
E#9-3b #5967728 — Pulling Manpower Chain 
E#9-4a #765180 — thought broadcast 
E#9-4b #5681195 — Hear No Speaker 
E#9-5a #12475849 — Risk Management 
E#9-5b #9225321 — Running Around A Compass 
E#9-6a #8702185 — Employee Newton's Cradle 
E#9-6b #855080 — old idea new idea 
 
Essentials #10 — Evaluating Our Public Representatives: 
Qualified, UNqualified, or DISqualified 
E#10-1 #5984214 — Holding A Gold Star Award 
E#10-2 #10958164 — Baby Businessman  
E#10-3 #6927888 — Boxing Champion 
 
Essentials #11 - Four C Character Qualifications for Our 
Public Representatives 
E#11-1 #6929534 — Teamwork Help Up Bar Graph 
E#11-2 #6046042 — Golden Heart Key 
E#11-3 #5657044 — Shout Green 
E#11-4 #147754910 — Construction Workers 
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Essentials #12 - Four Realms of Non-Negotiable 
Organizational Responsibility 
E#12-1 #5603497 — Balance Heart And Mind 
E#12-2 #131042795 — Law Legal Concept With The 
Original 3D Character Illustration 
E#12-3 #6189592 — IRS Tax Code 
E#12-4 #5983478 — Hats Off or  
 

KEY CHARTS 
 
KEY CHART #2. Hopes vs. Realities in Societal/Historical 
Oppression: Mobius Strip Cycles of Movement to Nowhere 
KC2-1 FOTOLIA © dottedyeti, #144682296 — golden 3d 
characters running along a mobius strip 
 
FOTOLIA © Scott Maxwell: 
KC2-2a #1303870 — door decision 
KC2-2b #201148 — boxed in 
KC2-3a #201070 — up ladder 
KC2-3b #665085 — in and out 
KC2-4a #201955 — puzzle 
KC2-4b #201261 — puzzle rejection 
 
KEY CHART #3. Pyramid of Abuse: Layers of Roles and 
Levels of Accountability 
KC3-1 #12413672 — Pointing in Hovering Futuristic Chair 
 
KC3-2 #1368447 — boxing dummy 
KC3-3 #713804 — superhero dollar 
KC3-4 #5984057— V.I.P. Access 
 
KC3-5 #9310273 — Alien Secret 
KC3-6 #6589772 — Basketball Big Hand Defense 
KC3-7 #15452348 — Gold Guy Yelling and Point 
Directions 
KC3-8 #9310400 — Alien Thumbs Up 
KC3-9 #20266769 — Gold Guy Thumbs Up 
KC3-10 #9868732 — Smiling Two Thumbs Up 
 
KC3-11 #16713464 — Puzzled Gold Guy 
KC3-12 #810428 — trapped in gear 
KC3-13 #202010 — award worship 
KC3-14 #201421 — hear see speak no 
 
 

BACK MATTER 
 
Course #1 
C001-1 #6929682 — Control Center 
C001-2 #1395334 — monitor frame 
C001-3 #5968325 — Web Builders Internet Construction 
ORG In Wheelbarrow 
C001-4 #888778 — puzzle balance 
 
Course #1 Field Guides 
FFG1 #8944945 — Gears Concept Puzzle 
FFG2 #9624888 — Gas Mask Family 
 
“Do Good Plus Do No Harm” Course #1 ~ 
Deconstruction ~ Section Topics 
S001 #938646 — compass balance 

S002 #5602939 — Green Industry 
S003 #5984083 — Wannabe Converter 3000 
S004 #6928299 — Isolated Virus Under Microscope 
S005 #6928539 — Infected 
S006 #6928244 — Isolated Virus Chasing Victim 
S007 #6928217 — Isolated Virus On Biohazard Symbol 
S008 #1157677 — scooter tour 
S009 #5965787 — 3D Giant Hand Head Concept 
Volunteering Group 
S010 #5891011 — 3D Home Improvement Construction 
Realty Concept Moving A House 
 
Course #2 
C002-1 #19693549 — Gold Guys Home Construction 
Blueprints Meeting 
 
Course #2 Field Guides 
FFG3 #8694399 — Forum Questions 
FFG4 #5603114 — Green Construction Building Blueprint 
 
“Do Good Plus Do No Harm” Course #2 ~ 
(Re)Construction ~ Section Topics 
S011 #5679207 — Biometric Security 
S012 #992516 — stethoscope 
S013 #5967116 — Which Key ? 
S014 #402030 — x spot 
S015 #1320708 — service  
S016 #9949426 — Teamwork Puzzle 
S017 #9051761 — Labor Union 
S018 #5908584 — Full Spectrum Handshake 
S019 #5913433 — Full Spectrum Legal Meeting 
S020 #5908747 — Full Spectrum Vote 
 
Back Matter-1 #6137864 — Gold Team Leader 
Back Matter-2 #14820471 — 3D Gold Guy Thespian Film 
Strip 
Back Matter-3 #202585 — the game 
Back Matter-4 #19699630 — Gold Guy Film 
 

 


